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r Prisons j
a

Prison experts, criminologists,penalogists, and others
J with similar expertise would
j under the right circumstances
e agree that prisons in part
t should rehabilitate its inhabitants.If we beg the questions

here, and assume that this is,
a in fact, the case, then the
E question becomes "are they

doing this?" The answer
j would be a mixed one. For

some prisoners "Yes!" for
others, "No!"

. But, the fact remains that
for the most part the answer is

2 a resounding "NO!" Studies
indicate that 8 out of 10

t persons convicted and sent to
prisons have already been in
prisons at least one time

|« before. This is called theI recidivism rate. If prisons orI correctional institutions wereI doing their jobs this recidiIvism rate would not be 80%.I If the Women CorrectionalI facility, Central Prison, andI Polk Boys Home all in
Raleigh, are not rehabilitating,exactly what are theyI doing? And why aren't theyI rehabilitating?

I Answers to these questionsI are not easy. Many of ourI most eloquent blacks haveI been in prisons. M.L. King
said "If you're black you were:
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born in prison." Malcolm X,
Eldridge Cleaver, Cleveland
Sellers, Angela Davis, Ben
Chavis, The Charlotte Three,
Joan Little, and many Black
Panthers have loquaciously
told us of the horrors,
inhumanities, and racism that
exist in America's prisons.
But why and how did our

prisons get this way?
Money and politics are

partial answers. If prisons had
the adequately trained staff
and personnel, they could do a
better job. If wages for prison
guards were adequate, a more
nrnfpwinnal fvn<» nf
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tional officer could be
recruited. If adequate space
were available for decent
recreation, libraries, and
educational programs,, then
some form of social and
psychological assistance to our
inmates could be rendered.

But all of this takes money,
and if state legislatures like
North Carolina's fail to pass
adequate revenue appropriationsfor their prison systems,
things will get worse before
they get better.

So, whenever riots occur
they will grag headlines which

m

is the purpose desired. But.
shortly afterwards our leaders
of the prison bureacracies all
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Bonnie J. Gillespie
point the finger of blame at
someone else. The prisoners1#
blame their immediate directorsand warden who blames
it on inadequate working
conditions because of the lack
of money.

The correctional executives
and experts and administratorsblame the legislatures for
this same lack of money. The
public blames the inmates for
getting in prisons in the first
place. The legislatures blame
. s .

tnat nebulous "society". And
so it goes. This political
football bounces and bounces.
And who do you suppose
suffers? Of course, the
inmates.

How do we stop this vicious
illogic? Who knows? But ifyou
and 1 got our stuff together
then we can-surely find out.

- - £ <
uwvausc as* a race oi people we
need all the 4'young, gifted,
and black" brains and minds
we have to work for the
Struggle.Black Survival.pur
perennial Struggle. ®!
This country is lacking in !

moral and humanistic or ]spiritural direction. As the 5
United Negro College Fund jsays 44A mind is a terrible \thing to waste."
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